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SUMMER MAY be
over but if you
can’t wait until
next year’s
big holiday
why not
book a city
break?.
Glasgow
Airport has a
growing number of destinations
that are perfect for a short break –
Berlin, Frankfurt, Lisbon, Munich,
Krakow, Madrid and Valencia are
just a few of the options.
Dubai, New York and Toronto
are also within reach if you fancy
a city break outside of Europe.
Meanwhile, Air Transat is
doubling its winter flights from
Glasgow to Toronto from once
a week to twice weekly through
to April 2018. The airline will
also offer direct flights to Toronto
five times a week and a weekly
Vancouver service next summer.
Looking ahead to next summer,
Thomas Cook Airlines has
announced new routes to Kos
and Tunisia while Jet2.com and
Jet2holidays will introduce new
routes to Bodrum, Kefalonia and
Halkidiki.
Whether you’re travelling on
business or planning your next
holiday or city break, your journey
starts with us at Glasgow Airport –
we look forward to welcoming you
over the coming weeks and months.
Amanda McMillan
Managing Director
Glasgow Airport
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12 WINTER SUN
Escape the winter blues in Cape Verde,
Dubai, Hurghada and the Canaries

WELCOME

ROUTES NEWS

IT’S NEVER
BEEN EASIER
TO FLY TO
CANADA
WITH AIR
TRANSAT

AIR TRANSAT has launched its
summer 2018 programme and
is doubling capacity on its winter
2017/18 flights, making it easier
than ever to plan a trip to Canada
over the next few months.
The Canadian carrier will offer
direct flights from Glasgow to
Toronto up to five times a week
and a weekly Vancouver service
next summer along with a range
of connecting flights to Calgary,
Montreal and Vancouver.
Air Transat, which has been
flying to and from Glasgow
for 25 years, is also doubling
its winter flights from Glasgow
to Toronto from once a week
to twice weekly from October
through to April 2018.
Lesley Kane, sales director UK
and Ireland at Air Transat, said:
“We’re thrilled to be able to meet
the growing demand for flights to
Canada from Glasgow Airport
– both with an additional flight
each week in our winter schedule
and the early release of our 2018
summer programme.”
Glasgow Airport’s head of
airline marketing and development
Steven Marshall said: “The twiceweekly flights will help facilitate
business travel and winter city
breaks.”
Turn to page 10 for our
destination feature on Toronto.
airtransat.co.uk

FROM GLASGOW TO SOUTH
EAST ASIA WITH EMIRATES
SOUTH EAST Asia is closer than you think – simply fly from Glasgow Airport
to Dubai with Emirates then connect to Cambodia via the airline’s new route to
Phnom Penh.
Phnom Penh, located in the south-central region of Cambodia, is a gateway to
the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Angkor Wat, the largest religious monument
in the world, near Siem Reap.
Love Asian food? Lose yourself in the world of Khmer cuisine and savour the
flavours of dishes such as bai sach chrouk (pork and rice), served early in the
morning on street corners all over Cambodia.
With a total journey time of just 17 hours and 50 minutes, Emirates offers
Scotland’s shortest journey to Cambodia. Passengers connecting in Dubai
with Emirates can check their bags through to their final destination when
they check in at Glasgow Airport. emirates.com

THOMAS COOK AIRLINES
LAUNCHES NEW ROUTES TO
KOS AND TUNISIA FOR 2018

WEEKLY FLIGHTS to Kos, one of the most popular Greek islands, will be
available from Glasgow with Thomas Cook Airlines from May 7 next year. There
will also be a new flight to Tunisia starting on May 1.
Operating every Monday, the new Kos route is sure to be a hit with Scottish
holidaymakers thanks to the island’s great beaches, rich history, mountain scenery
and lively resorts. Flights to Tunisia, meanwhile, will run through to October 23,
2018 with a range of holidays also available at resorts near Hammamet on the
Mediterranean coastline. thomascookairlines.com
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ROUTES NEWS

ICELANDAIR
ADDS OVER
2,000 EXTRA
SEATS FROM
GLASGOW
ICELANDAIR IS to add over 2,000
extra seats on its Glasgow-Reykjavík
service this winter. From the beginning
of November until the end of
December, four of the seven flights per
week will be upgraded to the larger
Boeing 757-300 aircraft.
Steven Marshall, head of airline
marketing and development at
Glasgow Airport, said: “Icelandair
is one of our longest-serving airlines
and we are delighted they have seen
the potential for increased demand
between Glasgow and North
America this winter.
“New York is especially popular
from Glasgow in winter and we
are pleased to see Icelandair offer
incredible value in its fares – return
fares start from as little as £370pp.”

The Reykjavík route will continue
to operate daily, allowing easy
connections to Icelandair’s transatlantic
North American gateways.
Increased capacity from Glasgow
will be complemented by an
additional flight to New York’s
Newark Liberty International Airport
from Iceland from November 15 until
January 11, 2018.
Scottish passengers flying to Iceland
can also connect to New York-JFK,
Orlando, Vancouver, Chicago,
Toronto, Boston, Seattle, Washington
DC, Montreal, Tampa, Anchorage,
Portland, Denver, Minneapolis,
Edmonton, Halifax and Philadelphia.

Transatlantic passengers with
Icelandair can benefit from an
Icelandic stopover of up to seven
nights for no additional airfare,
providing an opportunity to see
the Northern Lights or visit the Blue
Lagoon.
Many Icelandic landmarks have
featured in the hit TV show Game
of Thrones. Tours are available and
locations include Thingvellir National
Park, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site that has featured in scenes with
the White Walkers, and Lake Mývatn,
known to fans of series as the land
beyond The Wall.
icelandair.co.uk

EXPLORE CASTLES, GO SKIING AND DISCOVER A
VIBRANT CITY ON A SHORT BREAK IN MUNICH
LUFTHANSA’S DECISION to expand
its service between Glasgow and
Munich with four flights a week this
winter following the success of its
seasonal service provides even more
opportunities for Scottish travellers to
explore Bavaria.
The service will operate on Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays
from October 30, reducing to twice
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weekly (Wednesdays and Fridays) over
the Christmas holiday period.
Lufthansa, one of the world’s largest
airlines with a route network spanning
73 countries, has seen growing
demand on the route since its launch as
a seasonal service two years ago.
Francois Bourienne, commercial
director at Glasgow Airport, said: “In
addition to making it easier for tourists

from one of our biggest international
markets to visit Glasgow, the expansion
of this route will play an important role
in strengthening Scotland’s connectivity
by providing passengers with access
to major markets worldwide through
Lufthansa’s Munich hub.”
Check out our special feature on
page 27.
lufthansa.com

ROUTES NEWS

HATE QUEUING? CATCH A FLYBE
FLIGHT TO LONDON SOUTHEND
PLANNING A trip to London but don’t want to navigate your way through one
of the big airports? Why not fly to London Southend Airport instead? Flybe will
operate eight flights per week from Glasgow from October 29.
Not only will you benefit from excellent public transport links including London
Southend’s own train station with frequent trains in and out of the heart of London
– there are fewer queues.
The purpose-built train station is just a two-minute walk from the terminal and is
a quick and easy way to get to and from central London. With up to eight trains
an hour during peak time, plus easy connections to the tube network, you can be
in the city in less than an hour.
London Southend is an excellent option to consider when you’re planning your
next city break in London to go shopping, see the sights and take in a West End
show.
Direct flights to London Southend are not available from any other Scottish airport.
Find out more in our special feature on page 28.
flybe.com, southendairport.com

JET2.COM’S MAGNIFICENT
SEVEN CELEBRATE FIVE YEARS
JET2.COM IS celebrating its fifth anniversary of flying to seven sunshine
destinations – Alicante, Barcelona, Crete (Heraklion), Faro, Ibiza, Malaga and
Rhodes – from Glasgow Airport.
Well over one million Jet2.com and Jet2holidays customers have flown on the
routes. The leading leisure airline and package holiday specialist is also marking
the 10th anniversary of Jet2holidays in 2017.
In summer 2018, Jet2.com and Jet2holidays will offer an incredible 29 beach
and city destinations from Glasgow Airport, with 25,000 more seats than summer
2017. New routes are Bodrum, Kefalonia and Halkidiki.
Jet2.com, Jet2holidays.com
8
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THREE NEW
ROUTES TO
FRANKFURT,
MADRID AND
KRAKOW
WITH RYANAIR
RYANAIR IS launching three new
European routes this autumn –
Frankfurt, Madrid and Krakow.
The Frankfurt route, which
launched on September 5, is a
new daily service that forms part
of the airline’s extended winter
2017 schedule.
Frankfurt, a 2,000-year-old
city on the river Main, is one
of the world’s leading financial
hubs and home to the European
Central Bank. It also boasts an
imposing skyline that can be
viewed from the observatory of
the city’s Main Tower.
Meanwhile, Ryanair’s new
routes to Madrid and Krakow
both launch on October 29 with
the airline operating four flights
per week to Madrid and a twiceweekly service to Krakow.
Madrid, Spain’s capital city,
is a popular European city-break
destination while Krakow, one
of the oldest cities in Poland,
takes the total number of routes
available to the country from
Glasgow to nine.
ryanair.com

DESTINATIONS: Toronto Winter Breaks

TAKE ON TORONTO
Like many cities, Toronto takes on a new guise
during the winter months but there’s still plenty to
do – both indoors and out – making it perfect for
a city break with a difference

O

NE OF the world’s
most cosmopolitan
cities, Toronto is
renowned for its
diverse mix of culture, arts,
shopping, cuisine and more.
It has something to tempt
all types of travellers, from
foodies to culture-vultures
to shopaholics, and is the
perfect destination for a
winter city break.
If you’re not scared of
heights go to the top of CN
Tower – it dominates the city
and if you’re brave enough
you can walk over its glass
floor at the top. And, of
course, no trip to Toronto
would be complete without
visiting stunning Niagara
Falls, just an hour-and-a-half’s
drive from Toronto.
Looking for winter
inspiration in and around
Toronto? Shopping has to be
near the top of your list but
High Flyer has some other
great suggestions.
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SHOPPING
Let’s start with shopping. The city
has developed a reputation as a
major style destination and you’ll find
everything from top-end designer
stores and unusual vintage finds to
markets and malls.
Indeed, there are so many
shopping centres in Toronto you’ll be
spoiled for choice. One of the bestknown is the Toronto Eaton Centre,
a stylish downtown destination that
is a city landmark with its famous
Canada Geese sculpture flying
overhead and stunning glass galleria.
Yorkville Village, meanwhile, is
home to Bloor-Yorkville, the city’s most
upmarket shopping area. Known as
the Mink Mile, it’s packed full of
brands such as Chanel, Tiffany
& Co and Louis Vuitton.
For a more relaxed
experience head to
St Lawrence Market,
another Toronto
landmark which is
home to around 120
sellers and artisans.
The popular
Distillery District
in the Old Town,
once home to the
famous Gooderham

and Worts Distillery, is
a pedestrianised area
packed with around
70 of Toronto’s hottest
designer boutiques,
artisan shops, restaurants
and art galleries.

OUTLET SHOPPING
Head for Toronto Premium Outlets
in Halton Hills if you’re looking for
a bargain – it has 80-plus stores
offering savings of 25% to 65%.
Brands include AllSaints, Burberry,
Michael Kors and Ted Baker.

DESTINATIONS: Dubai, Cape Verde, Hurghada & the Canary Islands

WINTER SUN
In need of some winter sun? It’s definitely guaranteed in
Dubai, Cape Verde, Hurghada and the Canary Islands, all
of them perfect holiday destinations at this time of year
CANARY
ISLANDS
TENERIEFE
A firm favourite with
Scots, Tenerife is
the largest of the
Canary Islands
and is known for its
dramatic volcanic
landscape, including
Pico del Teide – the
highest mountain in Spain.
With 350km of coastline to
enjoy, its beach resorts including
Playa de las Américas and Los
Cristianos are popular with sunseekers and those looking for a lively
nightlife scene. However, there are
plenty of quieter resorts if you want to
avoid the crowds, pubs and clubs.
The capital Santa Cruz is twinned
with Rio de Janeiro, so if you go
in February don’t miss the annual
carnival with its parades, round-theclock music and street parties – it’s
considered by many to be second
only to its Brazilian counterpart in
terms of its size and scope.
Jet2.com, thomascookairlines.com,
tui.co.uk
12
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LANZAROTE
With year-round
sunshine and
miles of golden
beaches, it’s
no surprise that
Lanzarote is
one of the most
popular islands
in the Canaries.
It’s also home to
Famara, one of
Europe’s top surfing spots
where the long, curving beach
and clear, blue seas are backed
by dramatic black cliffs. You should
also visit Islote de Hilario, a dormant
volcano that is now part of the
Timanfaya National Park. The summit
offers stunning views and there’s a
restaurant designed by famous local
architect César Manrique, where
meat and fish are cooked on a grill
using heat coming up from inside the
volcano.
Jet2.com, thomascookairlines.com,
tui.co.uk
FUERTEVENTURA
Want to seek out the best beaches
in the Canary Islands? Fuerteventura

is a beach-lover’s paradise, home to
the best sandy spots in the Canary
Islands. Like its sister islands it has a
backdrop of volcanic peaks and with
its towering palms and quaint villages
it’s the perfect location for a tranquil
holiday. Fuerteventura’s capital, Puerto
del Rosario, has a pretty harbour and
plethora of lovely old churches. Head
for Calle Primero de Mayo where you’ll
find street cafés and well-preserved
examples of 19th-century Canaries
architecture. Like cheese? It’s a serious
business in Fuerteventura so make sure
you taste some of the local varieties.
Jet2.com, thomascookairlines.com,
tui.co.uk
GRAN CANARIA
With its stylish beach resorts and lively
vibe, Gran Canaria offers a great
year-round holiday option thanks to
its excellent beaches. It also boasts
stunning volcanic landscapes featuring
gorges, mountains and cliffs plus a
UNESCO-listed biosphere reserve – an
ecosystem with plants and animals of
scientific and natural interest. Popular
resorts include Playa del Inglés
Jet2.com, thomascookairlines.com,
tui.co.uk

HURGHADA

Fancy some winter sun in Egypt?
Thomas Cook Airlines will fly direct
from Glasgow Airport to Hurghada
from November through to April
2018.
Hurghada, once a small fishing
village, is a lively holiday destination
and an ideal base for exploring the
Red Sea Riviera.
Its location as the gateway to Egypt
means that travelling to the country’s
most famous ancient landmarks is easy
– and a holiday to Egypt wouldn’t be
complete without making the journey to
Cairo to experience the last remaining
wonder of the ancient world: the
Great Pyramid of Giza.
Another popular day trip will take
you to Luxor where you will see the
Karnak Temple and also the Valley of
the Kings, an ancient burial site that
houses over 60 Egyptian kings and
pharaohs, the most famous being King
Tutankhamun.
Back in Hurghada where most
hotels have their own private beaches,
you can try your hand at water sports
such as windsurfing and scuba diving.
The resort also offers plenty of bars,
nightclubs and excellent restaurants.
The Friday service starts
on November 3.
thomascookairlines.
com

CAPE VERDE

Dreaming of an
exotic destination
with quiet beaches
and crystal-clear
waters? Cape Verde
is calling you.

Hidden away just off the west coast
of Africa in the mid-Atlantic, Cape
Verde consists of 10 islands and five
islets. It’s a little taste of paradise where
you can find footprint-free beaches,
quaint towns with cobbled streets and
a melting pot of cultures.
Known as the African Caribbean,
this tropical gem remains unspoiled
by mass tourism. Dreams of walking
along stunning white beaches without
seeing another soul will come true here
and with temperatures rarely dropping
below 24°C, even in mid-winter, it’s a
perfect year-round holiday destination.
You’ll fly into Sal, Cape Verde’s most
popular island where the lively resort
town of Santa Maria has a beach
which stretches along the coast for
eight kilometres. It has lots of traditional
restaurants and a lovely square where
you can sit at one of the al fresco
cafés and watch the world go by.
By all means laze away the days
on a sunlounger but when you’ve read
all your books why not try your hand
at kite surfing, diving or snorkelling?
Cape Verde offers a fantastic range of
water sports. Fishing is also popular in
Cape Verde.
For many years Sal was a centre
for salt mining – indeed, that is
where the name Sal (salt)
comes from. You can
even bathe – or float
– in the salt ponds.
TUI and First
Choice offer
holidays to Cape
Verde all year
round – explore your
options at tui.co.uk and
firstchoice.co.uk

DUBAI

It’s a city that oozes style and
wealth and it’s home to the world’s
tallest building – the famous Burj
Khalifa skyscraper.
Dubai, in the United Arab
Emirates (UAE), is a city that likes
to do everything in a big way.
The imposing Burj Al Arab, for
example, was the world’s first
seven-star hotel. Then there’s the
amazing World Islands, a series of
200 man-made islands in the shape
of the countries of the world.
Want to go to the beach or
indulge in some water sports? The
crystal-clear waters of the Arabian
Gulf are never far away in Dubai.
Popular beaches include Kite Beach
and there are many fringing the
Palm Jumeirah. Some of the major
hotels have their own private
beaches.
It’s also famous for its shopping
so do check out the Mall of the
Emirates, described as the world’s
first shopping resort which offers
an incredible choice of shops,
entertainment and attractions
including Ski Dubai – the first
indoor ski resort in the Middle East.
But against a 21-century
backdrop of luxury hotels, top
golf courses, designer boutiques
and fine-dining restaurants, there
is another side to Dubai. Uncover
the age-old souks where you can
haggle for bargains with local
traders, and explore the narrow
alleys to get a taste of everyday life.
Dubai is also a gateway to the
Far East or Australia – and you can
fly there direct from Glasgow with
Emirates, twice a day.
Turn to page 41 for more on Dubai.
emirates.com
GLASGOWAIRPORT.COM
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DESTINATIONS: European City Breaks with Ryanair

Planning your next European city break? Ryanair’s destinations
include Frankfurt, Krakow, Lisbon, Madrid and Valencia
MADRID

VALENCIA

A melting pot of old and new, Valencia is a beautiful city with an
Spain’s capital is lively and welcoming,
intriguing cultural history, great food and drink, and beaches. And,
overflowing with art galleries, beautiful
of course, it’s the home of paella and famous for its oranges.
buildings and great restaurants.
A great starting point for exploring Valencia is The City of Arts
From the Puerta de Alcalá, built for
and Sciences where local architect Santiago Calatrava has created
Charles III in the 18th century and one of
an imposing structure to showcase his futuristic designs. It includes
the most famous monuments in the city to
an IMAX cinema, Europe’s largest aquarium and the avant-garde
the stunning Cibeles Fountain, it’s a city
opera house, Palau de les Arts Reina Sofía.
that blends new and old to perfection.
Right in the heart of the city you’ll find Plaza de la Virgen and
The Museo del Prado is home to
the Barrio de Carmen. Here you’ll discover centuries of history with
works including Bosch’s The Garden of
gems such as Valencia Cathedral, the Micalet, the Basilica of the
Earthly Delights while the CaixaForum
Virgin and the Almoina.
is one of the city’s modern cultural and
At the Plaza del mercado y Lonja de la Seda (Silk Exchange)
architectural attractions.
you can immerse yourself in one of Europe’s biggest markets,
Inside, it houses some of the best
the Mercado Central. The Lonja de la Seda is one of the most
collections of contemporary art in
recognisable examples of Gothic architecture in Europe.
Europe.
Meanwhile, the Juan Carlos I Royal Marina is one of
Observe local life at
the
city’s most important landmarks and the beaches of
Plaza Mayor, a bustling
FIND MORE
El
Cabanyal (Las Arenas) and La Malvarrosa are easy
arcaded square in
RMATION
FO
IN
to
get to from the Paseo Maritimo promenade with its
the city centre or
HTS TO
IG
FL
T
U
BO
A
landscaped
walkways, cycle lanes and restaurants.
the Plaza de Santa
,
W
KO
A
KR
,
RT
U
The
city
also
boasts 34 museums. ryanair.com
KF
Barbara with its lively
FRAN
D
RI
D
A
M
bars and restaurants.
LISBON,
Make sure you visit
AND VALENCIA AT
the Royal Palace and if
RYANAIR.COM
you love to shop, head
for the designer stores
along the elegant Barrio de
Salamanca or browse the stalls at El
Rastro market.
Madrid is a diverse city with something
for everyone – and football fans won’t
want to miss the chance to see behind the
scenes at the Bernabéu Stadium, home of
Real Madrid. ryanair.com

DESTINATIONS: European City Breaks with Ryanair
FRANKFURT
With Ryanair launching its new daily service to
Frankfurt from Glasgow Airport in October, there’s
no excuse for not visiting this 2,000-year-old city that
boasts one of the most imposing skylines in Germany.
Sitting on the river Main, Frankfurt is one of the
world’s leading financial hubs and home to the
European Central Bank. Its attractions include Frankfurt
Cathedral, the popular Hauptwache plaza with its
beautiful Baroque buildings, the historic Römer city
hall and Goethe House, the birthplace of famed
German writer Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
Not only is Frankfurt home to the Städel, one of
Germany’s most important and oldest art collections,
its Museumsufer – a row of museums on either side of the Main
– is a culture addict’s dream. The city is home to more than 30
museums, including the German Architecture Museum (Deutsches
Architekturmuseum), the German Film Museum (Deutsches
Filmmuseum) and the Jewish Museum (Jüdisches Museum).
Other attractions include the opera house, lively bars and
restaurants, the beautiful Palmengarten botanic gardens, the old
town in the Alstadt district and the Zeil shopping area.
For a panoramic view of Frankfurt head for the observatory of
The Main Tow
TTower.
er. ryan
y air.co
r m
ryanair.com

KRAKOW
Poland’s second city and former capital has a fascinating history
and is a delightful mix of churches, fairytale castles and evocative
neighbourhoods which combine with a vibrant cultural and
nightlife scene to make this a perfect city-break destination.
One of the few Polish cities to escape bombing during the
Second World War, it retains its association with that period with
Auschwitz, a lasting reminder of the impact of war on the Polish
people, about an hour away.
Like many eastern European cities its focal point is its Old
Town. So stroll through the medieval marketplace and visit Rynek
Glowny plaza – there’s a museum tracing the city’s history through
excavated underground tunnels paired with hi-tech displays.
Wander around the surrounding streets where you’ll find art
galleries, cafés, shops and the cellar bars that Krakow is famed for.
Key attractions include St Mary’s Church, Wawel Cathedral, the
Krakow Barbican and the Royal Tombs, the final resting place of
10 Polish kings. ryanair.com
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LISBON
Located on the estuary of the River Tagus,
Lisbon is Europe’s westernmost capital.
A city of seven hills blessed with an
excellent year-round climate, Lisbon is
renowned for its hospitality and beauty.
It boasts three UNESCO-listed attractions
(two World Heritage Sites and the musical
tradition of Fado).
Lisbon’s most-visited sites include the
São Jorge Castle, the symbolic Belém
Tower, Jerónimos Monastery, Coach
Museum, Belém Cultural Centre and Lisboa
Oceanarium, while outside the capital lies
the UNESCO-listed Pena Palace in Sintra.
Getting around Lisbon is easy. It’s a
compact city which lends itself to walking
but for those who want to cover more
ground quickly there is an excellent public
transport system, including the famous
trams which pass key landmarks.
From the atmospheric districts of the
historic centre where the mournful Fado is
the traditional soundtrack, to the Parque
das Nações – the symbol of modern Lisbon
– this is a city of pleasing contrast with the
nearby beaches of Estoril and Cascais
plus the vibrant nightlife of Bairro Alto in
between. ryanair.com

DESTINATIONS: New York in Winter

MAGICAL TIME
OF THE YEAR
HOW TO REACH NEW
YORK THIS WINTER
Icelandair offers Scottish passengers
great connections to New York-JFK and
Newark Liberty International Airports.
Transatlantic passengers can also
have an Icelandic stopover of up to
seven nights for no additional airfare,
providing an opportunity to see the
Northern Lights or visit the Blue Lagoon.
icelandair.com
Fly from Glasgow Airport to New
York-JFK and Newark via Dublin
with Aer Lingus and benefit from preclearance through US customs – all
you have to do when you arrive in
the USA is collect your bags and go.
aerlingus.com
Other options include flying from
Glasgow to London Heathrow with
British Airways and connecting
to New York or flying with KLM
from Glasgow to Amsterdam and
connecting from there.
ba.com
klm.com
18
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Fancy some retail therapy in a city that comes
alive at Christmas? It can only be New York –
and winter is the perfect time for a city break

D

ON’T SETTLE for watching the magic of New York at Christmas from the
sofa – you can star in your own version of Miracle on 34th Street with a city
break in the city that never sleeps.
The Big Apple is one of the most exciting cities in the world and really comes
alive in winter – and you can experience its 24-hour lifestyle, see the many landmarks that
feature in blockbuster movies and TV series, and soak up the atmosphere.

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
There’s no doubt that the festive
season in New York is a special
time of year and while it’s
synonymous with neon lights
there’s nothing quite like Christmas
lights.
Christmas at the Rockefeller
Center – the historic landmark in
the heart of Midtown Manhattan
– is a sparkling affair with the
famous Christmas tree its
centrepiece. This year, the
tree will be lit for the first
time on Wednesday,
November 29.

OUTLET SHOPPING

If you want a different shopping experience and the chance to pick up some great
bargains, head for the famous Woodbury Common Premium Outlets in Central Valley
where there are 220 designer and brand-name outlet stores less than an hour by bus
from Manhattan.
Shoppers can make savings of 25% to 65% on brands such as Dolce & Gabbana,
Givenchy, Reiss, Salvatore Ferragamo, Timberland, Tom Ford, Jimmy Choo, Dior,
Gucci, Burberry, Banana Republic, American Apparel, Lacoste, Superdry and Tommy
Hilfiger.
Woodbury Common is a great place to shop until you drop so make a day of
it – there are plenty of restaurants so you can stop and fuel up before hitting the shops
g
again.

ICE SKATING IN NEW YORK

HIT THE SHOPS

Of course, there’s nothing quite likee
a bit of retail therapy to put you in
the festive mood and the Christmass
window displays in New York are
truly awesome. Most are themed and
you’ll find the best ones at Macy’s,
Bloomingdale’s, Saks
Fifth Avenue
and
Barneys.

THANKSGIVING AND
MACY’S PARADE

A break in New York is action-packed
at the best of times but in winter the city
takes on a whole new guise. Christmas
comes early in the Big Apple and if your
visit coincides with Thanksgiving – this
year on Thursday, November 23 – you
can enjoy the world-famous Macy’s
Thanksgiving Day Parade.
The parade marks the official start
of the holiday season and sees
more than 8,000 participants –
including Macy’s employees,
celebrities, families
and athletes –
marching down
a two-mile
route.

New York’s ice skating season starts
in October with the world-famous
Rockefeller Center and Central Park’s
Wollman Rink two of the best-known and
most popular spots.
But there are many other rinks. Bryant
Park near Times Square is even bigger
than the Rockefeller rink and another
great skating destination. It’s free
although there is a charge for skate hire.
A true New York winter would not be
complete without skating on one of the
rinks around the city. New Yorkers look
forward each year to putting on their
skates and tourists should join in the fun.

DESTINATIONS: Winter Sun in Florida

EXPLORE THE
SUNSHINE STATE
THIS WINTER
Florida never goes out of fashion
thanks to its beaches, golf courses
and theme parks – and there are
more flight options from Glasgow
than ever before this winter

W

HILE FLORIDA
of flying from Glasgow to
is the tried and
Orlando this year, Virgin
tested first visit
Atlantic has extended its 2017
to the USA for
season with flights continuing
many Scots with the Orlando
until the end of November,
theme parks the highlight
and starting again in March
of a family holiday, it’s also
2018.
a fantastic beach holiday
This longest-ever season
destination and popular
means that sun-seekers
with golfers.
can enjoy Florida
The Sunshine
all year round
FLY DIRECT
State boasts
and with
TO FLORIDA
miles of
temperatures
gorgeous,
rarely dipping
THIS WINTER
sandy
below 60°F
Fly with Virgin Atlantic from
beaches and
during the
Glasgow Airport to Orlando
with its picturewinter
it’s a
this November.
postcard
great option if
virgin-atlantic.com
boardwalks and
you want a break
stunning sunrises
from the colder,
and sunsets it’s no
wetter weather at home.
wonder thousands of Scots
Play golf? Florida has
take advantage of Virgin
around 1,500 courses – more
Atlantic’s direct flights to
than any other state – ranging
Orlando every year.
from PGA tour courses to
Celebrating 10 years
unexpected gems.

TAMPA & THE GULF COAST
ANOTHER GREAT option for travelling to
Florida from Glasgow is Icelandair which
offers flights to Tampa.
From Tampa, there is easy access to the
Gulf Coast and the beaches at Clearwater
and St Petersburg, which are among the
best in the world with their soft sand and
clear waters.
Clearwater, famous for its palm-fringed
promenade and St Pete’s, with its flavour
of Old Florida, are both perfect for water
sports and are a natural playground for
outdoors enthusiasts.
Transatlantic passengers with Icelandair
can also enjoy a stopover of up to seven
nights in Iceland.
icelandair.co.uk
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DESTINATIONS: Winter Sun in Florida
FLORIDA KEYS
Why not take a road trip down to
the Florida Keys – hit the Overseas
Highway and drive from island to
island on the US1. More than 400
islands make up the 150-mile Keys
chain with Key Largo the largest
and closest to Miami. One of the
bridges is seven miles long.
No trip to the Keys is complete
without visiting the famous
Everglades marshlands while a tour
of the Ernest Hemingway House &
Museum in the heart of Key West is
also highly recommended.
Hemingway, one of America’s
best-known authors and a great
cat-lover, lived here for 10 years –
around 40 cats still call it home.
visitflorida.com

MIAMI & ORLANDO
Fly from Glasgow to Dublin with Aer Lingus then
connect to Miami or Orlando. Pre-clearing US
immigration before boarding your flight allows you
to grab your bags and go when you land.
aerlingus.com

FORT LAUDERDALE
Glasgow passengers can take advantage of the
recently-launched, year-round British Airways flight from
Heathrow to Fort Lauderdale, near Miami. It basks in
3,000 hours of sunshine a year – what more could you
ask for?
ba.com
22
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DESTINATIONS: Christmas Markets

Everyone loves Christmas shopping so why not combine your passion
with a city break and explore the festive markets in Berlin, Cologne
Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Krakow or Munich
FRANKFURT

BERLIN
Many call Berlin the capital of
Christmas markets and if you’ve
never been to the city in the run-up
to Christmas you’re in for a treat.
Around 60 markets bring a new
dimension to Berlin’s shopping
scene. One of the most popular is
at Alexanderplatz where quaint,
wooden huts allow craftspeople
to display and sell their work. A
giant Christmas pyramid twinkles
with thousands of lights against the
backdrop of the famous TV Tower.
Potsdamer Platz takes on the guise
of a stunning winter wonderland
with craft huts, food and drink,
and a fantastic toboggan
run with views of the
Brandenburg Gate
and a skating rink.
ryanair.com,
easyjet.com

Frankfurt’s Christmas
market, which can
trace its history back
to 1393, is one of the
biggest in Germany.
Here, you can browse
stalls amid scenic
surroundings on the
Römerberg and St
Paul’s Square where
the Christmas tree adds to the magical atmosphere.
Arts and crafts are plentiful, and there’s also live music performances
and a stunning life-sized nativity scene. ryanair.com

DÜSSELDORF & COLOGNE
The Christmas market in Düsseldorf is one of the most
beautiful in Germany, casting a festive spell on the
city centre and turning it into a unique experience
for visitors from all over the world. For four weeks
at seven different locations, visitors can browse in
seasonally decorated huts and become part of a
unique winter fairytale that the whole family can
enjoy. And if you have time, catch the train from
Düsseldorf to Cologne just 30 minutes away –it’s
home to another popular Christmas market.
eurowings.com

KRAKOW
Krakow’s main square, the Rynek Glowny with its
Baroque and Gothic architecture, sparkles with
thousands of lights and is a magical backdrop for
a Christmas market. Wrap up warm to browse the
stalls selling gorgeous handmade decorations and
traditional gifts, taste authentic food and sip some
mulled wine in Poland’s former royal capital.
ryanair.com

MUNICH
Munich’s best-known Christmas market can be found
at Marienplatz (St Mary’s Square) and can trace its roots
back to the 14th century.
Just a short distance away in Neuhauser Strasse is Germany’s largest
manger market where you can see authentic nativity scenes.
Munich’s famous Tollwood Winter Festival is a colourful and lively
affair with the Christmas market at the Theresienwiese – home of the
world-famous Oktoberfest – offering a range of crafts and food.
Meanwhile, the Schwabinger Weihnachtsmarkt is a Munich
institution and popular with locals and visitors with free concerts,
children’s events, and arts and crafts. lufthansa.com

DESTINATIONS: Munich

CITY OF SURPRISES
From Oktoberfest to skiing and hiking, Bavarian history and
fairytale castles – you’ll find it all and much more in Munich

I

F YOU’VE never been to Munich
before you’re in for a few
surprises because this is a city
that really knows how to mix it all
up – from its royal Bavarian history
to the world-famous Oktoberfest
beer festival and high-tech industry,
Munich has something for everyone.
What’s more, Munich is an ideal
base for an Alpine ski adventure –
it’s around an hour away from some
of the best winter sports resorts in
the Alps. The Bavarian Alps also
boast some incredible hiking trails,
many of them easily accessible from
Munich using public transport.
Bavaria’s capital is home to
centuries-old buildings including the
neo-Gothic Neues Rathaus town hall
in the Marienplatz square in Altstadt
(Old Town). Its glockenspiel chimes
and re-enacts stories from the 16th
century while its tower is a dominant
fixture of the Munich skyline, along
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with the twin towers of the landmark
Frauenkirche church.
If you want a panoramic vista
of Munich then climb up the 306
steps of St Peter’s – the city’s oldest
church. It’s free and the view from
the tower is well worth the effort.
Munich is awash with stunning
palaces and churches, gardens,
parks and museums. But venture
outside the city and you’ll find
yourself in fairytale heaven as you
explore Bavaria’s beautiful castles.
Two castles that you must visit are
Neuschwanstein and Linderhof,
both in the Bavarian Alps
and easily accessible
from the city.
Neuschwanstein
Castle, which
featured in
the film Chitty
Chitty Bang
Bang, is one

Fly to Munich
this winter from
Glasgow Airport
with Lufthansa.
lufthansa.com

of the most-photographed sights in
Germany while Linderhof Palace is
said to be the inspiration for Disney’s
Sleeping Beauty.
Back in Munich itself, the Baroque
Nymphenburg Palace is one of
the oldest palaces in Europe and a
local institution with its museum and
stunning landscaped gardens.
Other popular attractions include
the futuristic BMW Welt where you
can learn everything about BMW
cars, the Olympiapark München
constructed for the 1972 Olympic
Games, the world-famous
Bayerische Staatsoper
(Bavarian State
Opera) and the
Allianz Arena,
home of FC
Bayern Munich.
lufthansa.com

DESTINATIONS: Milan – Gateway to the Alps

Stylish Milan is a
popular European
city-break destination
all year round and an
excellent base for a
skiing holiday in the
Italian Alps
IT’S ONE of the world’s most stylish
cities but it’s also the gateway to the
Italian Alps and just a stone’s throw
from the Lakes and mountains – and
you can fly direct to Milan from
Glasgow Airport with easyJet.
In winter, you can access the
nearby ski resorts of St Moritz,
Livigno and Courmayeur – all are
within easy transfer distance of Milan
so it’s an ideal base for a winter
sports holiday.
The scenic shores of Lake Como,
meanwhile, are just an hour-and-ahalf from Milan and it’s as beautiful in

winter as it is
in summer.
Milan, up there with
London, Paris and New
York as a world fashion
capital, is a shopper’s paradise.
The big-name stores can be found
at the Quadrilatero d’Oro (Golden
Quad) but you can kick off those
designer shoes and visit the markets
at Viale Papiniano, Via Zivetti and
Fiera di Senigallia.
But there’s more to Milan than
fashion and no visit is complete

without
viewing Leonardo da
Vinci’s The Last Supper
at the Santa Maria delle
Grazie Church, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. There’s also the
imposing Gothic cathedral with its
distinctive white marble facade, 135
spires and 3,400 statues.
Then there’s La Scala – the Teatro
alla Scala, one of the world’s most
famous opera houses.
easyjet.com

FOCUS ON: London Southend Airport

NO QUEUING,
NO HASSLE
Travelling to London and want to avoid the
queues? Easy – you can fly from Glasgow to
London Southend Airport and be in central
London in less than an hour

L

ET’S FACE it, we all want to
fly to our chosen destination
as quickly and easily as
possible, and if you’re
heading for London on business or
planning a city break the last thing
you want to encounter is queues
on arrival or check-in then long
journey times into the city centre.
But the good news is that you
don’t have to if you fly to and from
London Southend Airport.
From October 29, Flybe will
operate eight flights per week from
Glasgow. Direct flights to London
Southend are not available from
any other Scottish airport.
The airport has its own purposebuilt station just a two-minute walk
from the terminal. One of the
quickest and smoothest ways to get
to and from London is by train and
with up to eight every hour during
peak time, plus easy connections
to the tube network, you’ll be in the
city in under an hour.
London Southend, on the Essex
coast, offers an airport experience
that includes short walking
30
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distances, great customer service
and a lack of queues compared to
other London airports.
The route is operated through
London Southend Airport owner
Stobart Air’s existing franchise
with Flybe and with its superb easy
access to the city and a 15-minute
“train to plane” promise, you can
be walking out of Liverpool Street
station and exploring the capital’s
many sights in under an hour.

So start planning your next
London city break now.
Whether you’re travelling on
business, visiting friends or family,
taking in a West End show,
planning a shopping trip or simply
want to see the famous London
sights, check out these great new
flights to London Southend Airport.
londonsouthendairport.com,
flybe.com,
visitlondon.com

INTERVIEW: Gordon Watson

WALK ON THE

WILD

SIDE
It’s one of the UK’s most beautiful natural
environments and less than an hour’s drive
from Glasgow. Gordon Watson tells Karen
Peattie what makes Loch Lomond & The
Trossachs National Park so special
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TROLL THROUGH woodland, listen to the sound
of bird song and breathe in the scent of the
forest – all this before you have even reached
Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park.
For overseas passengers arriving at Glasgow
Airport, a 3D sensory experience as they walk through
international arrivals – complete with benches to
rest your feet and take in views of Loch Lomond, its
woodlands, islands and mountains – offers a taste of
the beautiful countryside within easy reach of the city.
This interactive, immersive experience welcomes
hundreds of thousands of visitors to Glasgow each
year, providing a snapshot of the sights and sounds of
Scotland’s first National Park which celebrates its 15th
anniversary in 2017.
Gordon Watson, chief executive of Loch Lomond &
The Trossachs National Park Authority, describes it as
“one of the UK’s most beautiful natural environments”.
It’s a place for everyone to explore and enjoy – and
it’s right on the doorstep of Scotland’s largest
city.
“If you live in Glasgow you can
be out in the hills or forests and
cycling, hiking, camping, birdwatching – there’s so much to
do – in less than an hour’s drive
from Glasgow,” he points out.
“From the airport it’s only 30
minutes away.
“While we want tourists
to come to Loch Lomond –
and the airport experience
certainly highlights what
it has to offer – it’s also
important that people
who live here can come
and appreciate it.”
With towns and
villages, picnic sites,
boat trips, water
sports, viewpoints
and even seven
golf courses in the
National Park,
there’s something
for everyone.
“You don’t
have to be an
active outdoors
enthusiast to
enjoy the park,”
says Watson.
“Come for a
picnic, bring
the family for
a walk or even
just come for
lunch – there are
plenty of familyfriendly pubs and
hotels in the park.

PARKLIFE FACTS
LOCH LOMOND & The Trossachs National Park is 720
square miles and has a boundary of 220 miles.
Some 50% of Scotland’s population lives within an
hour’s drive of the the park and 15,168 people live
in it.
Meanwhile, there are 21 Munros – mountains
above 3,000ft in the park – and the highest is Ben
More. The park has 20 Corbetts (mountains between
2,500ft-3,000ft).
The world-famous Loch Lomond is the largest area
of freshwater in Britain at 24 miles long and, at its
deepest, 623ft. It is home to 22 islands and 27 islets.
Two forest parks – Queen Elizabeth in the Trossachs
and Argyll in Cowal – are located in the park and are
popular with hikers and cyclists
There are four distinctive areas of the National Park:
Loch Lomond, Cowal, The Trossachs and Breadalbane.
“There are also regular food and drink festivals plus
a farmers’ market at Loch Lomond Shores in Balloch
every month. And, of course, there’s also plenty to
see and do in Balloch and Callander, the two main
gateways to the park.”
Meanwhile, handy new guides have been published
to make it easier for people to enjoy short to mediumdistance walks in and around the park’s stunning
natural environment. Focusing on walks in the Cowal,
Killin and Callander areas, the guides can be printed
or downloaded to a phone or tablet and provide both
a short description of the route plus a detailed map.
Another great way to explore the park is by
waterbus – seasonal services are available on Loch
Lomond and Loch Katrine, allowing passengers to stop
off at villages such as Luss, Balmaha, Rowardennan
and Tarbet.
“All of this demonstrates just how versatile Loch
Lomond & The Trossachs National Park is – there really
is so much to see and do, and it’s closer than you
think,” says Watson, who reveals that his favourite spot
in the park is the tranquil island of Inchcailloch, part of
the Loch Lomond National Nature Reserve and located
at the southeast corner of Loch Lomond.
“I absolutely love it, particularly in spring when the
bluebells are in bloom. It’s a magical place and the
views from the top are nothing short of incredible.”
lochlomond-trossachs.org

Photographs: Martin Shields, Ewen Kinniment and Euan Myles
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AIRPORT NEWS: Latest update

RECORD SUMMER
FOR GLASGOW
AIRPORT AS
PASSENGER
NUMBERS SOAR

GLASGOW AIRPORT recorded its busiest
August on record as more than 1,008,800
passengers travelled through the terminal – a
7% increase on the same period in 2016.
This means the airport enjoyed its busiestever summer with over three million people
travelling during the peak months of June, July
and August. It also registered one million-plus
passenger numbers for three consecutive
summer months for the first time in its history.
EU scheduled services soared 17% due
to additional capacity and strong demand
on routes including Paris, Berlin, Lisbon and
Valencia. Long-haul routes were up 16% thanks
to the continued popularity of Virgin’s Orlando
route and Emirates’ twice-daily Dubai service
while international traffic grew by 12.4% with
services to New York, Philadelphia, Toronto
and Vancouver in strong demand.
Glasgow Airport MD Amanda McMillan
said: “The launch of Ryanair’s daily Frankfurt
service has helped us make a strong start to
September while the introduction of the airline’s
new Madrid route in October will offer our
passengers even greater destination choice.”

easyJet’s Base Captain Mike Leslie, left, and Paul White, Glasgow Airport’s business development
manager, right, celebrate with passengers Roy and Maureen Scott

EASYJET CELEBRATES
FLYING 30M PASSENGERS
FROM GLASGOW
LEADING EUROPEAN airline easyJet has celebrated carrying
30 million passengers from Glasgow Airport.
The popular airline’s first-ever flight took off from London
Luton for Glasgow in November 1995, heralding the start of a
long and successful partnership.
Fast-forward to 2017 and easyJet – Scotland’s largest airline
carrying almost one in four Scottish
travellers – continues to see strong
DON’T MISS
growth at Glasgow, operating an
AN ISSUE OF
unrivalled network of 19 routes
with four aircraft based at the
airport.
DOWNLOAD TH
The airline operates 840 flights
E
AP
P FREE FROM TH
in and out of Scotland per week
E
APPLE APP STORE
in peak summer and flies over six
OR GOOGLE PLAY
million passengers to 44 airports
NOW!
in 18 countries from Scotland.
easyjet.com

HIGH FLYER

GLASGOW AIRPORT WELCOMES QUEEN’S BATON
RELAY TOUR AHEAD OF GOLD COAST 2018
THE GOLD COAST 2018 Queen’s Baton Relay (QBR)
touched down at Glasgow Airport to start its tour of
Scotland ahead of next year’s Commonwealth Games in
Australia.
Taking in a five-day programme of events and
celebrations across Scotland as part of its global tour, the
QBR was welcomed by Amanda McMillan, Glasgow
Airport’s managing director, Team Scotland chief executive
Jon Doig and Commonwealth Games Federation president
Louise Martin.
A key feature of every Commonwealth Games, the QBR
will visit all 71 nations and territories before embarking on
a final 100-day tour across Australia ahead of the Gold
Coast 2018 Opening Ceremony on April 4, 2018.
The baton carries a message from HM The Queen
that calls on Commonwealth athletes to come together in
peaceful and friendly competition.
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Glasgow Airport’s managing director Amanda McMillan, right, with Jon Doig from
Team Scotland and Louise Martin of the Commonwealth Games Federation

AIRPORT NEWS: Latest update

EASTERN
AIRWAYS TO
ESTABLISH
NEW BASE
AT GLASGOW
AIRPORT

NEW EXCLUSIVE BALBLAIR WHISKY
LANDS AT GLASGOW AIRPORT
WHISKY AFICIONADOS flying
through Glasgow Airport can
be among the first to try Balblair
1991 Highland Single Malt Scotch
Whisky Vintage Single Cask.
Distilled in American oak barrels,
this special single malt has a warm
toffee, vanilla fragrance and is
golden honey in appearance. A
full-bodied malt which is sweet and
slightly spicy on the palate, it offers

a smooth dram with a long-lasting,
warming finish.
Located on the idyllic coast of
the Dornoch Firth, Balblair Distillery
rolled out its first barrels of whisky in
1790. Today, distillery manager John
MacDonald oversees the process to
ensure optimum quality.
Available exclusively in World Duty
Free at Glasgow Airport for a limited
period, the brand is priced at £235.

EASTERN AIRWAYS has established
a new base at Glasgow Airport
under an agreement that includes
a five-year franchise partnership
to operate its scheduled network
under the Flybe brand.
The Isle of Man-based airline
will base two aircraft at the
airport with four daily flights to
Manchester, one to Sumburgh
and three to Stornoway.
Chief executive Richard Lake
said the alliance would benefit
both airlines. “Not only does
it strengthen Flybe’s network,
it broadens our distribution
and enhances connection
opportunities for our customers
through its global airline
association,” he said.
easternairways.com

SUCCESS ON A PLATE

Chef Alex Sivwright serves up quality Scottish produce to Denise Gilmour, left,
head of retail at Glasgow Airport and Liz Buchanan of VisitScotland
Photograph: Nick Ponty
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DID YOU know that Glasgow Airport is the first in Scotland to
receive the coveted Taste Our Best award?
Our Scotland & Sea Food Court received the quality assurance
accreditation from tourism body VisitScotland in recognition of the
excellence and provenance of the food and drink available at the
airport.
Taste Our Best, a joint initiative between VisitScotland and
the Scottish Government, is designed to recognise businesses –
including hotels, restaurants, cafés, takeaways, visitor attractions
and B&Bs – that not only offer a quality food and drink experience
but also include and promote Scottish produce on their menus,
giving consumers more choice and an authentic experience.
Scotland & Sea at Glasgow Airport comprises four outlets
providing different catering offerings, with dishes freshly prepared
and cooked on the premises. The separate sports bar and grill,
deli, buffet-style restaurant and café bar offer a wide variety of
dining options, from grab-and-go light bites to lunch.
It is operated by global catering specialist Delaware North,
which has invested over £2 million to transform the Glasgow
Airport food court into a stylish, contemporary and comfortable
dining hall.

AIRPORT NEWS: Latest update

VIRGIN
ATLANTIC
CELEBRATES
10 YEARS AT
GLASGOW
WITH MORE
FLIGHTS TO
FLORIDA
VIRGIN ATLANTIC is celebrating
10 years of flying from Glasgow
to Orlando having taken over
150,000 holidaymakers to the
Florida during the past decade.
To celebrate this historic
milestone, the airline is offering
Scottish customers even more
opportunity to visit Florida than
ever before, with 2017 marking
the largest number of flights and
longest-ever season connecting the
two cities.

This year marks Virgin
Atlantic’s longest-ever
season connecting
Glasgow and Orlando
Photograph: Nick Ponty

The popular route’s season
started in March and continues
through to November, offering
travellers a whopping 20% more
seats than last year.
A Boeing 747-400 aircraft, the
largest in Virgin Atlantic’s fleet,
operates all Glasgow services and
comprises 14 Upper Class seats,
66 Premium Economy seats and
375 seats in Economy.
Richard Myerscough, senior vicepresident of sales and distribution

at Virgin Atlantic said: “We’ve
always received a warm welcome
in Glasgow and I’m delighted
that we’re able to mark our 10th
anniversary flying from the city with
even more direct flights to Orlando.
“Our joint venture with Delta
has allowed us to give our Scottish
customers more routes to the US
destinations they want to fly to,
creating more holiday and business
opportunities than ever before.”
virginatlantic.com, delta.com

EMIRATES CELEBRATES FOUR MILLION
PASSENGER LANDMARK AT GLASGOW

E

MIRATES HAS carried four
million passengers from
Glasgow to Dubai since the
route first launched in 2004.
In the past 12 months alone, over
215,000 people have travelled from
Glasgow to Dubai with Emirates.
The airline also saw a record July in
Glasgow, carrying just under 23,000
passengers on outbound flights.
The most popular destinations
were Bangkok, followed by Lahore
and Singapore. Phuket, Hong
Kong and Delhi also ranked highly,
demonstrating the global reach of
Emirates’ network.
Laurie Berryman,
Emirates’
vice-president
UK, said: “We are
very pleased to have reached the
four million passenger milestone on
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our Glasgow route. Since launching
the route in 2004, Glasgow Airport
and Emirates have helped connect
businesses to Dubai and beyond,
transported millions of kilos of cargo,
and helped to contribute to the local
economy by bringing in visitors.”
Glasgow Airport’s managing
director, Amanda McMillan,
said: “Since the first flight took to
the skies on April 10, 2004 the
Emirates service has been a real
Scottish success story, providing our
passengers with daily connectivity
through Dubai International
Airport – a global

gateway and one of the world’s
leading aviation hubs.
“We’re immensely proud of the
fact that Glasgow Airport is home
to Scotland’s most popular long-haul
Middle Eastern carrier and a service
that continues to play a crucial role
in encouraging export-led growth,
attracting inward investment and
supporting our country’s tourism
sector.”
Emirates’ twice-daily flights between
Glasgow and Dubai depart at
2.15pm and 21.35pm.
emirates.com

INTERVIEW: Loganair

NEW ERA FOR
LOGANAIR
F

OR PEOPLE living in the Highlands
and Islands and the thousands
who visit some of these most
remote but beautiful parts of
Scotland each year – as tourists or on
business – the quickest way to get there
is by air.
Step forward Loganair – the Scottish
carrier that has reinvented itself as a
standalone airline after nearly a quarter
of a century flying under franchise
arrangements with other airlines.
It goes without saying that Jonathan
Hinkles, managing director of
“Scotland’s Airline”, is both
confident and excited
about its future. Sitting in
his modest office a stone’s
throw away from Glasgow
Airport, he takes a deep
breath. “This is a pivotal
year for Loganair,” says
Hinkles.
“Everyone at Loganair –
we have 650 staff – is really
excited about what the future
holds.
“We have a
striking new
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As Loganair takes to the skies as a standalone
airline with a striking new look, its managing
director Jonathan Hinkles tells Karen Peattie
why he’s confident about the future
look for our aircraft – you won’t miss
our eye-catching tartan tails – and there
are new tartan uniforms for cabin crew
and ground staff. Every seat features
a Harris Tweed headrest cover so
the one thing we will not be mistaken
for is being anything other than
Scotland’s Airline.”
The tartan is on the official
Scottish Register of Tartans
and creates a distinctive
identity for Loganair. “We
believe the time is right
for Scotland’s Airline to
spread its wings once again
and we’re delighted to be
introducing a bold,

new corporate identity as we enter a
new era in our history.”
Loganair, which started life in
1962 as an air taxi service, soon
established a scheduled network
to take in Scotland’s more remote
islands and communities. From
1975 to 2008, it operated under a
franchise arrangement with British
Airways before entering a new
franchise partnership with Europe’s
largest regional carrier, Flybe.
The airline’s longstanding and
successful codeshare arrangement
with British Airways will also
continue, enabling customers to make
a single booking for a journey from
points throughout the Highlands and
Islands to London and onwards to
BA’s worldwide network.
Operating over 1,000 flights a
week across 46 routes, Loganair
offers unrivalled connectivity for

Scotland with operations stretching
services, undertakes an extensive range
as far afield as London, Norwich,
of contract services for Royal Mail plus
Manchester, Dublin and Bergen
oil and gas companies. The airline has
in Norway. It has almost 300
secured a number of contracts in
flights a week to and from
recent months and is actively
Glasgow, and is the
pursuing its ambitions to
largest operator at key
widen both its contract
Passengers flying
with
airports throughout
and scheduled service
Loganair can en
joy a free
the Highlands and
operations in the
checked baggag
e allowance,
Islands including
future.
no credit card su
Inverness, Sumburgh,
“We also invest
rcharges
and complimenta
Kirkwall and
heavily to support
ry in-flight
refreshments. B
Stornoway.
the communities
ook flights at
The extensive
where we are based,”
loganair.co.uk
Loganair network also
explains Hinkles. “For
includes the world-famous
example, we put on extra
“times subject to tide”
flights for the Tiree Music
operations to the beach airport at
Festival in July and we’ve stepped in
Barra and the world’s shortest scheduled to secure the future of Shetland Wool
flight, linking the Orkney islands of
Week as a main sponsor from 2018.
Westray and Papa Westray with daily
“Staff live and work near the airports
flights taking only two minutes.
we service – many are on first-name
“As well as connecting the Highlands
terms with regular customers – so there’s
and Islands to the rest of Scotland
a sense of family and community
and beyond, we hold tremendous
which other airlines don’t have.”
responsibility to operate services on
Using Glasgow Airport as its
lifeline routes which are essential for
hub, Loganair is on an upwards
communities,” Hinkles adds.
trajectory. The airline reported
Loganair currently operates a fleet of
a boost in passenger figures
28 aircraft and alongside its scheduled
during July – hitting an

all-time record of 80,000, up by 18%
compared to the previous year – and
has a new online booking system.
“We’re in a good position
and have had great support from
Glasgow Airport,” says Hinkles. “It’s
a great partnership and the buzz
about the airport is good for us as we
move into a new era for Loganair.”
loganair.co.uk
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INTERVIEW: Dubai Tourism

DREAMS CAN COME
TRUE IN DUBAI
Dubai is many things to many people but as
Issam Kazim, CEO of Dubai Tourism tells Karen
Peattie, it never fails to enthral and surprise

I

TS DREAM is to become the
most-visited city in the world and
anyone who has been there will
indeed agree that Dubai, in the
United Arab Emirates (UAE), is an
exhilarating destination.
With its stunning skyline, swathes
of golden beaches and world-class
shopping, dining and nightlife,

Dubai is a playground
with something for
everyone. It’s a
place where
tradition meets
ambition, where
the past meets
the future – a
city with Dubai
is a city with

Dubai has vision
and ambition
but is also
proud of its rich
heritage and
culture.
Issam Kazim,
CEO of Dubai
Tourism (pictured
left), says: “Every
time you go to Dubai you
see something new. It’s famous
for its skyline and its buildings but
there’s so much more to Dubai than
shopping malls and lavish hotels.”
Indeed, Dubai’s hotels cater for
all budgets and the fact there is
now a plentiful supply of three-star
hotels means that more families
are choosing Dubai as a
holiday destination.
Accommodation
spans from
guesthouses to
five-star resorts
in the city, by
the beach and
in the middle
of the desert

so it’s easy for
holidaymakers
to plan around
their budget,
says Kazim.
“Go to one
of our new
theme parks –
perfect for families
– and spend time at
the beach,” he says. “Do
water sports, go shopping, go
to the top of the world’s tallest tower,
go camping in the desert, take in a
major sporting event, play golf on a
world-class golf course – there’s so
much to do and see.
“But we also want to share our
heritage and show off our older
districts and neighbourhoods as well
as all our new attractions,” Kazim
continues, recommending a visit to
Dubai’s renowned souks.
Here, you can shop and barter
for silks, throws and cushion covers
in every colour imaginable before
heading across the Creek in a
wooden abra boat to the spice souk
where baskets burst at the seams
GLASGOWAIRPORT.COM
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INTERVIEW: Dubai Tourism
ATTRACTIONS
Dubai Safari is a 119-hectare
animal park with lions, antelopes
and elephants
Madame Tussauds Dubai opens in
autumn 2017
La Perle is Dubai’s first permanent
stage show, featuring a custombuilt, 1,300-seat aqua theatre.
Dubai Opera, which offers family
shows such as Mary Poppins, also
opened recently
The Void, Dubai’s 4D hyper-reality
experience, combines a physical
set with real-time interactive
effects, allowing participants
to simultaneously search secret
tunnels or fight demons, creating
unforgettable memories
Palm Jumeirah Boardwalk has
become one of the city’s most
stroll-worthy spots, featuring 30
food trucks, 11 kilometres of
walkway and spectacular views

With a vision to welcome 20
million visitors a year by 2020,
Dubai is pulling out all the
stops to make itself
accessible to everyone
Fly direct to
who wants to visit.
Dubai from Glasgow
with all manner of
“From Glasgow,
with Emirates,
spices. There’s also the
the long-established
gold souk in Deira.
twice a day.
double-daily Emirates
While life has
flights make travelling
emirates.com
progressed in Dubai
to Dubai easy,” says
faster than in any other city
Kazim.
in the world, it’s reassuring that
“We have the busiest airport
tradition and culture still have their
in the world in Dubai – we’re also
place. Falconry is a prime example
building a new one – and our
and visitors to the desert resorts
infrastructure is such that it’s easy to
of Bab al Shams or Al Maha can
get to your hotel when you land and
see falcons in flight or join a safari
move around.”
where a falconry display is usually
Dubai really is the city where the
part of the programme.
impossible is possible. Home to the
Home to 2.1 million people and
world’s tallest building – the famous
200 nationalities, Dubai is a young
Burj Khalifa skyscraper – the city is
city that has come a very long way
set to trump its own record when
from the small fishing village it once
it opens the Dubai Creek Tower in
was.
2020.
Dubai also has a thriving expat
“Everyone has to experience
community from Scotland – with
Dubai,” says Kazim. “There really is
some 20,000 Scots living, working
no other city like it anywhere in the
and enjoying the sunshine.
world.”
44
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New this year are two theme
parks – Dubai Parks and Resorts
(LEGOLAND, Bollywood and
Motiongate) and IMG Worlds of
Adventure, the biggest indoor
theme park in the world. The new
£565 million Six Flags theme park
will open in 2019

AIRPORT SHOPPING: Fragrances, Cosmetics & Beauty

Buy before you fly

SELECTED
FRAGRANC
-20% VS UKE
HIGH STREE
T

Looking for a one-stop shop for your favourite
brands at great prices? You’ll find plenty of
bargains in World Duty Free
DKNY NECTAR LOVE
EAU DE PARFUM
100ML
Airport price: £59.20

ELIE SAAB GIRL OF NOW
EAU DE PARFUM 90ML
Airport Price: £59

ZEBRA PRINT
TANGLE TEEZER

MICHAEL KORS
SEXY RUBY EAU DE
PARFUM 100ML

Travel Exclusive: £11.25

Airport price: £72

VALENTINO UOMO
EAU DE TOILETTE
150ML
Airport Price: £72.05
Save: £18.03 compared to
Average High Street Price

GABRIELLE CHANEL
EAU DE PARFUM 100ML
Airport Price: £89.60
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GIVENCHY
GENTLEMAN
EAU DE
TOILETTE
100ML

Airport Price: £39.50
Save: £26.30
compared to Average
High Street Price

BENEFIT BOI-ING & WATTS
UP! INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH
CONCEALER DUO

Airport Price: £14.85

MON
GUERLAIN
EAU DE
PARFUM
100ML

Airport Price:
£76.80
Save: £19.20
compared to
Average High
Street Price

COACH
FOR MEN
EAU DE
TOILETTE
100ML
Airport Price:
£49.60

MICHAEL
KORS
WONDERLUST
EAU DE
PARFUM
100ML
Airport Price:
£70.40
Save: £17.60
compared to
Average High
Street Price

GLASGOWAIRPORT.COM
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AIRPORT SHOPPING: Whisky

ENJOY A DRAM

Whether you’re buying a gift or adding to your own personal collection,
you’ll find an amazing selection of Scotch whisky in World Duty Free
BALBLAIR 1991 CASK

Airport Exclusive: £235.00, 70cl
(Subject to change)

LAPHROAIG BRODIR
ISLAY SINGLE MALT
SCOTCH WHISKY
Airport Price: £95.99, 70cl
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THE GLENLIVET RESERVE
SMALL BATCH

THE GLENLIVET RESERVE
SOLERA VATTED

JURA TURAS MARA

THE SINGLETON OF
GLENDULLAN MASTER’S
ART

Travel Exclusive: £82.99, 1 litre

Travel Exclusive: £39.99, 1 litre

Travel Exclusive: £51.49, 1 litre

Travel Exclusive: £115.00, 1 litre

INTERVIEW: Catriona Shearer

SUNNYSIDE UP
Presenter Catriona Shearer has one of the biggest smiles on Scottish
television. Karen Peattie catches up with her between bulletins at
BBC Scotland’s Glasgow studios

W

ITH A sunny smile to
brighten up even the
dullest of Scottish days,
Catriona Shearer is
the face of BBC Scotland’s breakfast
television news bulletins – waking up
the nation whatever the weather.
The Lanarkshire-born news
anchor’s familiar “bye for now” signoff at the end of each bulletin and
her penchant for funky fashion and
high heels have made her a firm
favourite with BBC viewers although
she admits that her well-groomed,
confident demeanour on air often
seems an unachievable goal when
her alarm goes off at 3.30am.
Shearer, a BA Honours graduate
from Edinburgh Napier University,
cut her teeth as a broadcaster on
BBC Radio Five Live. Working on
its breakfast programme helped
her develop her journalistic skills
but also honed her ability to get up
early. “My career’s been dominated
by early starts,” she laughs.
“But it means that when my baby
Remi came along last January I
wasn’t phased by sleepless nights or
having to get up early for feeds.”
Remi, now 18 months old, is the
apple of her parents’ eye and a
well-travelled tot, flying in and out
of Glasgow Airport on a regular
basis. “She’s been to Majorca, Gran
Canaria, Rome, Amsterdam, Dublin
– lots of places,” says Shearer.
“She’s a seasoned traveller.
“We love going on holidays and
city breaks but unfortunately we’re
not very good at travelling light – as
other parents will know only too well
you need to take so much stuff with
you when you have kids.
“I think we’re getting it down to
a fine art now, though – Remi takes
50
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it all in her stride so it’s never an
ordeal.”
Based at the BBC Scotland
headquarters at Pacific Quay
on the banks of the River Clyde
in Glasgow, Shearer loves her
job which as well as presenting
Reporting Scotland’s breakfast and
lunchtime bulletins sees her stand
in as anchor for the main 6.30pm
evening programme.
She also loves working in the
BBC’s flagship building which boasts
panoramic views of the city skyline,
taking in the iconic SSE Hydro
and Armadillo concert and events
venues, the Finnieston Crane, the
Squinty Bridge, and Kelvingrove Art
Gallery and Museum.
After graduating and working in
PR and marketing for a year she got
itchy feet. “As an aspiring journalist
I knew it would help my prospects if
I was based in London – my brother
Marc lived there at the time too so I
took the plunge,” she explains.
“I managed to get a great
communications job with the NHS
and my mum was delighted. I hadn’t
been there long when Radio Five
Live got in touch and offered me a
job on the breakfast show.
“It was exciting but there was
a drawback – it was just for two
weeks! But I reckoned it would pay
off so I handed in my notice.”
Shearer’s instincts and self-belief
paid off and she remained with
the BBC in London for two years.
Her journey brought her back to
Glasgow and the Radio Scotland
news desk and there was also a stint
in Cardiff with BBC Radio Wales.
Since then, she has helped the
nation ring in the New Year,
presenting live on the BBC ’s

Hogmanay programme. The
chirpy presenter has even
made a guest appearance
on the station’s other
legendary Hogmanay staple
– comedy sketch show Only
An Excuse? in which she
had to read the news without
laughing at one of the
character’s antics. She’s also
appeared in BBC Scotland’s soap
opera River City.
Live TV, says Shearer, is exciting
because anything can happen
although she didn’t expect to be
pecked by nesting Arctic terns
when broadcasting from the Isle
of May for Midsummer Live. “They
just started attacking me,” she
recalls. “It was like a scene from
Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds. They
weren’t happy with me at all!”
Away from the studios, Shearer
indulges her love of music by
going to as many festivals and
gigs as she can – and she’s seen
everyone from Black Sabbath to
Beyoncé at the Hydro. “I’m never
away from the place,” she laughs.
That infectious laugh
reverberates around the BBC
canteen as she heads back
to her studio to present the
lunchtime bulletin. Catriona
Shearer is ready to take
on whatever challenge
the day throws at her.
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REVIEW

Max Whitlock with Bonnie the Seal, mascot for Glasgow 2018

MAX WHITLOCK NAMED
AS OFFICIAL AMBASSADOR
FOR GLASGOW 2018
OLYMPIC, WORLD, Commonwealth and European
champion gymnast Max Whitlock MBE has been named
as an official ambassador for the Glasgow 2018
European Championships.
Glasgow 2018, which brings together the existing
European Championships for aquatics, cycling, gymnastics,
rowing and triathlon along with a new golf team
championship, will be a highlight on the sporting calendar
and the biggest sporting event hosted in Scotland since the
Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games.
Tickets start at just £10 for adults and £5 for under-16s
and over-60s – book now at glasgow2018.com/tickets

NEW GOLF COURSE
FOR TURNBERRY

AYRSHIRE’S GOLFING credentials have been bolstered
with the opening of luxury resort Trump Turnberry’s
newest course, the King Robert the Bruce, designed by
world-renowned architect Martin Ebert.
The iconic Turnberry Lighthouse sits atop the ruins of
the 13th-century castle that is the birthplace of Robert the
Bruce, King of Scotland from 1306-1329.
At the far end of course, on top of Bain’s Hill, golfers
can enjoy a stunning coastal stretch of holes which
provide panoramic vistas of Turnberry, Ailsa Craig,
Ayrshire, Arran, the Mull of Kintyre and beyond.
Trump Turnberry, now home to three golf courses, is
just one hour from Glasgow Airport.
trumpturnberry.com

HILLTOP RESERVES,
ISLE OF ERISKA
IF YOU want to get away from it all, chill out and
enjoy being outdoors then look no further than Hilltop
Reserves at Isle of Eriska Hotel, Spa & Island Resort.
Just two hours’ drive from Glasgow Airport near
Oban on the west coast, this 300-acre luxury
private island is an oasis of peace and tranquility
as I discovered when I stayed at one of the luxury
resort’s six new Hilltop Reserves – secluded onebedroom lodges with their own hot tub and deck.
Set up high on the hillside and separate from
the main hotel with its award-winning Michelinstar restaurant, my lodge had the most amazing
views across Loch Creran to the island of Lismore
and beyond. My visit coincided with exceptional
weather on the west coast of Scotland so I took full
advantage of the deck.
Inside, the self-contained lodges have a luxury
en-suite bedroom, a modern, fully-equipped kitchen,
wifi, a state-of-the-art entertainment system, and
sumptuous interiors. If you don’t want to cook, you
can eat in the restaurant in the main hotel or the
more casual Deck Restaurant, both of which are
about a 10-minute walk.
Sadly, I didn’t have time to visit the Stables Spa
which offers a range of ESPA and organic Ishga
seaweed treatments but I did take a dip in the
indoor pool – the more energetic might want to use
the gym, play tennis, hire a mountain bike or enjoy
a round of the resort’s nine-hole golf course.
A stroll around the island – a haven for local
wildlife – is a must. There are several nature trails
and if you head down to the beach you might even
spot some otters. And anyone for croquet? Eriska
has its own croquet lawn.
Membership packages are priced at £10,000
plus VAT for 70 nights across 10 years and there
are no maintenance charges. The package is fully
flexible and reservations can be made as and when
required.
Karen Peattie
eriska-hotel.co.uk, hilltopreserves.com
GLASGOWAIRPORT.COM
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EATING OUT?

THE FINNIESTON,
GLASGOW
RENOWNED FOR its seafood, The
Finnieston is an award-winning bar and
restaurant in an area that is garnering a
reputation as a cool place to hang out.
The Finnieston, which opened in 2011
in the oldest building on Argyle Street – in
the 18th century it was a drovers’ tavern – is
known for its great selection of gins and
cocktails as well as sustainable seafood.
Part of Kained Holdings, an independent
Glasgow-based bar and restaurant group,
The Finnieston’s emphasis is on quality food
and local sourcing – with its friendly, laidback atmosphere fitting in nicely with the
area’s hipster vibe.
The lunch menu is kept tight, allowing
the chef to focus on fewer dishes that are
cooked to perfection and presented with
flair. Food here is robust – full of flavour and
plenty of it – and I swithered over the need
to have a starter. I’m glad I did because
my carrot and roast fennel soup was both
unusual and delicious while dining partner
Peter’s lobster mac ‘n’ cheese hit the spot.
When it came to choosing mains,
the Apache Beer battered North Sea
haddock and steamed Shetland mussels
were tempting but for me it had to be the
fish of the day – the freshest sea bream
served whole with a chilli kick in the form
of rose harissa and sauce vierge – while
Peter opted for the west coast fish pie,
topped with mashed potato. We weren’t
disappointed.
Finnieston, at the start of Glasgow’s west
end, has become a magnet for foodies
and attracts a broad mix of customers, from
locals to those seeking to experience the
hospitality scene outwith the city centre.
Give it a whirl – you won’t be
disappointed and if you love fish and
seafood then The Finnieston has to be on
your list of restaurants to visit in Glasgow.
Karen Peattie
The Finnieston, 1125 Argyle Street,
Glasgow G3 8ND
Book at 0141 222 2884 or visit
thefinniestonbar.com
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WILLOW TEA ROOMS
CELEBRATES 20 YEARS
IN BUCHANAN STREET
ONE OF the world’s most famous tea rooms – the Willow Tea
Rooms Buchanan Street – is celebrating its 20th anniversary in
2017.
A key visitor attraction in Glasgow, the Willow Tea Rooms
was the second tea room to be opened by Anne Mulhern.
The business woman established the first Willow Tea Rooms in
1983 in Sauchiehall Street – this tea room closed last year and
relocated to Watt Brothers department store.
The Willow Tea Rooms continue the legacy of local
entrepreneur Kate Cranston who set up a number of very
successful tea rooms in Glasgow, selling a range of food, teas
and coffees.
Anne said: “We are thrilled to be celebrating our 20th
anniversary at 97 Buchanan Street. I am so proud that we’ve
become a real part of Glasgow’s burgeoning tourism industry
and love welcoming visitors from all over the world every year.
“We’ve constantly evolved to keep up with customer demand
but we’ve also stuck to our traditions and visitors coming to our
tea rooms will get their traditional tea, served in a pot with a jug
of hot water, and see our fabulous Mackintosh-inspired interiors.”
willowtearooms.co.uk

HISTORIC SITES CELEBRATE
‘OUTLANDER EFFECT’
HISTORIC SITES in Scotland are feeling the
“Outlander effect” as they celebrate a surge
in visitor numbers – thanks to their starring
role in the hit TV series.
Sites close to Glasgow Airport
featured in the time-travel drama series,
based on novels by American author
Diana Gabaldon, include Glasgow
Cathedral and Doune Castle, famed for
its role as the fictional Castle Leoch.
Stephen Duncan of Historic
Environment Scotland, which manages
over 300 Historic Scotland visitor attractions,
said: “Featuring in Outlander has opened up our
sites to a whole new audience, inspiring more and more
visitors to come and discover the history behind these places,
further demonstrating the enduring value and significance of
heritage attractions in Scotland.”

GLASGOW: What’s on

CELTIC CONNECTIONS

CELEBRATES 25 YEARS

I

T’S THE leading annual festival
of world, folk and roots music
that lightens up the Scottish
winter each year – and
in 2018, Celtic Connections
celebrates its 25th anniversary.
Taking place in Glasgow in
January, the festival welcomes
over 2,000 artists and musicians
from all over the world. Artists
who have appeared at Celtic
Connections include Bobby
Womack, The Chieftains, Bob
Geldof, Capercaillie, James Taylor,
Sinéad O’Connor, Billy Bragg,
Beth Nielsen Chapman, Laura
Marling and many more.
From its humble beginnings in
1994, Celtic Connections has
grown from a single-venue show to
an 18-day festival that stages over
300 events, celebrating the rich
traditional culture of Scotland and
attracting an audience in excess of
100,000.
Over 14 concerts can take
place on one evening – from small,
intimate venues with a capacity
of 80 to large-scale events in the
main auditorium of the Glasgow
Royal Concert Hall. The festival

also promotes workshops, talks,
debates and art exhibitions.
As well as concentrating
on traditional music, Celtic
Connections focuses strongly on
embracing different cultures and
musical styles from around the
world, allowing new collaborations

and commissions to be premiered
at the festival.
Celtic Connections 2018 runs
from January 18 to February
4. The programme will be
announced on October 24. Visit
celticconnections.com and follow
the conversation at @ccfest
GLASGOWAIRPORT.COM
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LOOK OUT FOR...

TRAMWAY’S WINTER SEASON
(SEPTEMBER-DECEMBER)
Tramway is an international art
space in the heart of Glasgow’s
southside, next to the tranquil
Hidden Gardens. Its latest season
features an exciting range
of contemporary visual art,
performance and film.
Highlights include Inter-rupted,
a high-octane fusion of the ancient
art of Kathak with a 21st-century
sound, rhythm and light from
maverick dance maker Aditi
Mangaldas, presented as part
of the UK-wide India@UK2017
festival.
The Scottish premiere of
choreographer Theo
Clinkard’s This Bright
Field is presented in
two parts. Part one
provides audiences
with an intimate
on-stage encounter
with Clinkard’s
exceptional
dancers before part
two takes to the full
stage on a cinematic
scale, building up to a
spectacle of visual and emotional
power.
Standout visual exhibitions
at Tramway include Beat by
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Stuart Middleton featuring a new
site-specific installation in the
vast Tramway 2 gallery and an
uncanny stop-frame animation for
this Glasgow-based artist’s most
significant Scottish exhibition to
date. tramway.org

FRANK QUITELY:
THE ART OF COMICS
KELVINGROVE ART GALLERY
AND MUSEUM (ENDS
OCTOBER 1)
Responding to the global
fascination with the comic
book and superhero
genre, Kelvingrove
is hosting Frank
Quitely: The
Art of Comics.
The exhibition
focuses on
Glaswegian and
Scottish writers
and artists such as
Frank Quietly, Mark
Millar (of Kick-Ass fame) and
Grant Morrison (DC Comics
Batman and All Star Superman),
revealing the influence and
contribution Scotland has had
on the global industry of comics.
Frank Quitely is the alter ego
of Glasgow-born artist Vincent
Deighan and is synonymous
with iconic characters such as
Superman, Batman and X-Men.
glasgowlife.org

GLASGOW LOVES CHRISTMAS
(EARLY NOVEMBER-JANUARY)
Glasgow Loves Christmas returns
from early November
when the city starts the
countdown to the festive
period with a host of
great family events.
Enjoy the spectacular
Christmas Lights
in George
Square and
across the
city, do some
shopping at the
Christmas markets
or take part in the
Santa Dash as a
warm-up for the
festivities. There’s
also the brilliant Style
Mile Carnival with
entertainment and concerts
across Glasgow to help you create
memories that will last a lifetime.
Check dates of individual events at
glasgowloveschristmas.com

LATE NIGHT STUDIO JAZZ
(OCTOBER 14-DECEMBER 16)
Jazz lovers have a treat
in store this autumn
when Glasgow
UNESCO City of
Music presents
the best in Scottish
and international
jazz talent in the
fifth annual Late
Night Studio Jazz
season. Performances will
take place on Saturdays from
October 14 to December
16, starting at 9.30pm in an
intimate cabaret setting in
the City of Music Studio at
Glasgow Royal Concert Hall.
The line-up includes a solo
show from globally-acclaimed
virtuoso pianist Julian Joseph,
the Laura Macdonald Quartet
and the Tommy Smith Youth Jazz
Orchestra.
glasgowlife.org

